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Towards zoomable multidimensional maps of the cell
Zhenjun Hu1,5, Joe Mellor1,4,5, Jie Wu1, Minoru Kanehisa2, Joshua M Stuart3 & Charles DeLisi1

The detailed structure of molecular networks, including their
dependence on conditions and time, are now routinely assayed
by various experimental techniques. Visualization is a vital aid
in integrating and interpreting such data. We describe emerging
approaches for representing and visualizing systems data and for
achieving semantic zooming, or changes in information density
concordant with scale. A central challenge is to move beyond
the display of a static network to visualizations of networks
as a function of time, space and cell state, which capture the
adaptability of the cell. We consider approaches for representing
the role of protein complexes in the cell cycle, displaying
modules of metabolism in a hierarchical format, integrating
experimental interaction data with structured vocabularies
such as Gene Ontology categories and representing conserved
interactions among orthologous groups of genes.
Technological progress in expression microarrays1,2, protein chips3,
protein-protein interaction mapping4–7, systematic deletion projects8–10
and RNA in situ maps11 has increased by orders of magnitude the rate
at which genomic and proteomic data are collected. Studies of systems
consisting of thousands of genes or proteins are now routine. Substantial
work has also been done to analyze and display large networks obtained
by different methods in a way that reveals emergent properties. Examples
include network layout techniques for uncovering modular structure12
and the integration of multiple types of networks to show functional
relationships within molecular data13. One of the remaining major challenges in representing biological complexity is to highlight key functional
relationships in an intuitive yet transparent manner.
The concept of multiple information scales—for example, the protein
molecules that form a complex, the participation of that complex in a
pathway, the emergence of phenotype from this pathway, and so on—is
central to formulating a global information framework14. Efficient network representations and visualization schemes therefore should include
indications of both the context (temporal or modular activity) and the
hierarchical organization of cellular agents (molecules and complexes
with associated properties and states) in addition to their interactions,
described as metabolic and molecular networks or as signaling and regu1Program
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latory pathways15–19. We discuss how the multidimensional problems of
visualizing scale and complexity in networks can be resolved by applying
the concept of semantic zooming, which allows changes in resolution as
well as magnification.
Hierarchical techniques for integrating biological data may be a natural
way to simulate and store information underlying cellular behavior19,20.
Several approaches have been introduced that provide languages for
describing context-dependent relationships, such as multilevel ontologies
and vocabularies21–23. In addition, frameworks are being developed that
extend these representations to visualize information with a flexibility
that allows inclusion of newly inferred information from the analysis
of genomic-scale data. Of particular interest is how hierarchical representation—in conjunction with the concept of semantic zooming, as
explained below—facilitates integration of diverse data, such as timecourse measurements, context-dependent interactions and conditional
genetic modules, and how it can be used to visually represent and connect
different levels of information.
Representing the cell as a network using different types
of graphs
Biological graphs are defined by nodes (genes, proteins, metabolites and so
forth) and edges that connect them, in accordance with evidence for one
or another type of interaction. Simple24–27 and compound graphs22,23,28
are currently the most common representations of molecular systems. A
simple graph has at most one edge between any two nodes, and does not
contain nodes within nodes (hierarchies). Simple graph limitations are
partially removed by multigraphs (which allow multiple edges between
nodes) and compound graphs (which allow nodes within nodes)29. The
goals of simple, compound and multigraphs are elaborated below, as are
the restrictions on their usefulness for a computable and hierarchical
representation of cellular systems. An alternative, the hypergraph30, is a
generalization with hyperedges that can connect any number of nodes.
Hypergraphs are rarely used for biological network representations, perhaps owing to an inherent difficulty with their pictorial representation.
The increasing importance of graph models in biology stems from the
emergence of systems biology and the promise of representing the cell as
a computable network of genes and proteins31,32. This in turn requires
software for computable representations, such as the proposed “biological information system” of Endy and Brent20, which can extend current
databases to embody new types of mechanistic knowledge. Graphs are
likely to have a critical role as the basic data structures representing the
fundamental capabilities of such systems, yet common graph models have
limited utility, as explained below, in part because they cannot readily
represent complex mixtures of overlapping and nested functions between
agents (molecules or sets of molecules) or multiple functions of a single
agent33.
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different cells under different conditions; their associated interactions
are combined regardless of temporal, spatial or conditional dependency.
This is also true of conditional dependencies between proteins and DNA
binding sites or, in conditional genetic interactions, between genes themselves. Simple graph-like network representations of protein-protein and
protein-DNA interactions invariably omit environmental and temporal
conditions; they show a static repertoire of potential interactions, but
do not consider environmentally mediated combinatorial selection of
subsets of the molecules. A computable model requires representation
of adaptation, and that will often require the same node to have multiple
instances in one network, as is the case for Cdc28 and Swi6 in Figure 1.
This is very different from a physical network, such as an electronic logic
circuit, in which each node represents a single physical component with
invariant properties; consequently, biological networks require considerably more sophisticated representation systems than those currently
available.

Consider the example of proteins and protein complexes that act in the
cell cycle (Fig. 1), where two or more associated proteins, such as Cdc28
and Swi6, will often act separately in different combinations or roles, at
different pathway positions. Combining this information into one computable graph model is not directly amenable to simple or compound
graph methods, even though simple graphs can provide partial representation by depicting pathways of proteins and complexes that ignore
the internal structure and suborganization (Fig. 1b) of the complexes
themselves. Likewise, compound graphs, although capable of showing
group nodes and how they are connected, do not lend themselves to
adequate representation of certain proteins, such as Swi6, that play distinct roles in different complexes (Fig. 1d). Although there is a semantic
connection between the representations by the simple and compound
graph types, neither type contains the information necessary to fully
describe this example.
Hierarchy and complexity in biological networks
Abstraction. The preceding example describes processes and relations
that do not occur[AU: OK as edited?] in general networks, because such
networks abstract common features from different situations, at the
expense of concreteness. For example, protein p53 in protein-protein
interaction networks is an abstraction of many actual p53 proteins in
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Multiple scales. Scale and size are key issues in visualization. The scale of
a network is related to the number of elements it contains (for example,
number of genes and proteins) as well as the number of states available
to each element (for example, post-translational modifications of the
proteins, promoter site occupancy or conformation-dependent activ-
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Figure 1 Comparison of different graphical representations of a portion of the cell cycle’s START-related events at G1 phase in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
(Refer to Fig. 4 for the same model represented by metagraph.) (a) The KEGG57 pathway diagram indicates that in late G1, the Cln3/Cdc28 protein kinase
complex activates two transcription control complexes, MBF and SBF, which in turn induce the transcriptiono of the gen encoding Cdc28p 58. (b) Simple
graph. The model built using a simple graph cannot describe the structure of the complex itself, which has to be depicted separately using a hierarchical
tree as shown in c. (c) Protein complex hierarchy. The components the protein complexes involved are represented by a tree structure. The dashed lines
indicate the imposed hierarchy so that a rooted tree can be constructed29. (d) Compound graph. The model built with a compound graph is able to integrate
the complex structure into the network, but it fails to accommodate the case of two complexes, SBF and MBF, sharing the same component Swi6. Therefore
Swi6 is missing in MBF and Cdc28 is missing in both complexes Clb5,6/Cdc28 and Cln1,2.Cdc28.
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ity). One challenge is to reduce the size of the network by representing
information at different levels of detail and in different contexts while
maintaining continuity between levels of what is likely to be a hierarchy
of modules. Thus, a protein complex in a pathway may be represented
by a simple node (Fig. 1b), but the same complex may need to be represented as a network if the detailed associations among subunits is to
be explored, such as in a spliceosome in alternative splicing34. In addition, a protein is not well represented by a simple node if its state, often
determined by condition-dependent modifications, changes its function
or localization.
When analyzing a large network, a user often needs to magnify it, or
it, or focus on a subset of the network at a finer resolution, to see greater
detail among a particular set of molecules. We distinguish between two
types of magnification: geometric zooming, in which a region of the
network is enlarged; and semantic zooming, in which additional properties are introduced with enlargement. Geometric zooming changes only
the size of objects (nodes and links)35 and therefore the field of view, but
objects themselves are unaltered. Semantic zooming changes resolution:
objects can appear and disappear depending on context, allowing the
kind and number of objects included in the network to change, in addition to the size of the objects21,35. The popular website Google Maps, for
example, implements a familiar form of semantic magnification in which
geiographic lables ranging from street names to political boundaries are
automatically set to adjust for changes in zoom level (for example, at
level 12, states are seen as black boxes, whereas at level 1, local streets can
be seen) [ED: leave second example?]. Semantic zooming makes use of
the viewing context to decide, in real time, what kind of information to
include. As explained below, this capability is a direct outgrowth of the
metagraph data-structure.
Modularization and hierarchy. The term ‘biological module’ is not uniquely defined, but is
understood generically to convey higher-order
groups and programs of genes or proteins
that perform a specified function36. Modules
can be measured directly, computationally
inferred or manually curated. A protein complex, detected directly by experiment, is one
example; manually curated descriptions, such
as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) pathways, can also be considered modules, though pathway boundaries are somewhat
arbitrary37. Additionally, genes subsumed by
Gene Ontology21 biological process terms can
be thought as functional modules, although
the interactions between genes can be further
defined with other methods. Computational
inference of modules usually adopts a bottom-up approach38; typical methods include
classifying nodes into universal roles according
to their pattern of intra- and intermodule connection in an interaction network39, searching
for conditionally coexpressed clusters from
genome-wide expression data40 and integrative clustering with additional evidence such
as data from chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) chips41. The threshold with which a link
is defined plays an important role in the module
definition, usually in a statistically defensible
way. For example, when attempting to discover
functional modules based on coregulated

elements, it is important to quantify the strength of postulated relationship based on sound statistical principles. Modules detected using different methods are usually cross-validated against definitions of curated
pathways or other ‘known’ modules42. Despite the different definitions of
modules, from a visualization viewpoint their use in large-scale networks
reduces visual complexity and increases the performance of graph-drawing tools and algorithms.
Module visualization capability should not be tied to a particular definition of modules; typically a user defines the module for a particular
biological context, and the tool mines and displays it. For example, the
cellular network of protein complexes in yeast can be modeled by interactions between complexes based on shared components (Fig. 2), or by the
direct interactions between protein members of different complexes (Fig.
3). It is also evident from Figures 2 and 4 that modularization, if it is to be
useful, must be connected with semantic zooming. This relation becomes
even clearer in a more general context, in which the cell’s network repertoire (that is, the entire subset of connections, as opposed to the particular
subset selected by a specific environment) is coarse-grained as a hierarchical pyramid14, with protein domains at the base and modules at the
apex (modules ↔ pathways ↔ proteins ↔ domains) where resolution
and annotation changes by zooming from one level to the next.
Metagraphs: representing networks of networks
The foregoing examples illustrate the need for graphs that allow for scaling and context specificity if a wide range of biological processes is to be
represented. This requirement is also evidenced by the increasing number
of pathway and network ontologies, such as Systems Biology Markup
Language (SBML)28, Biological Pathway Ontology (BioPAX, http://www.
biopax.org), and KEGG Markup Language (KGML, http://www.genome.

Figure 2 A metagraph of the network of protein complexes discovered through tandem affinity mass
spectrometry tagging by Gavin et al. and grouped and colored to indicate subsequent functional
assignments59. The gray edges connect complexes that share protein components. The components of
each complex are included in the model and are visible when the metanode representing the complex
is expanded. Exepmplar complexes from each function are expanded to show individual proteins and
overlaps in their protein complex membership.
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This flexibility facilitates the integration of
diverse relations, including functional modules,
pathways, expression clusters and orthologous
groups—all of which can be represented as
(possibly) linked subgraphs in the larger metagraph, and many of which will have common
components. Such integration thereby greatly
diminishes the problems of representation discussed above. Overlapping set representation
is possible because metagraphs allow multiple instances of the same node: for example,
the same protein in different complexes (and
therefore participating in different subsequent
reactions), the same protein in different cellular
compartments, and so forth. Each instance may
represent a different state of the same protein
and have a state specific label, while sharing the
remaining labels (such as name and sequence
ID) with all other instances. Other types of
graphs in principle can be used to representing
multiple states of the same protein using different nodes22,27, but metagraphs may afford some
advantages. First, the underlying data are compact and nonredundant because instance nodes
Figure 3 A network using the same set of complexes as Figure 2, except with edges representing
hold only instance-specific labels; second, data
interactions derived by large-scale two-hybrid assays55. The integration of interaction data enables the
integrity is maintained because instances of a
internal connectivity of the complexes to be revealed when a node is expanded. For example, expansion
node represent the same protein and retain its
of node 175 would reveal an interaction between Exo84 and Sec5, and between Sec8 and Sec10.
information, making it much easier to track
protein-specific information (such as interactions) and to integrate other information conjp/kegg/xml/), which all adopt the hierarchical representations of the tents (such as expression values). In terms of visualization, the number
networks and pathways. A number of software tools support hierarchical of visualized nodes may still increase when the network becomes large
visualization of biological networks (Table 1), but the current graph types and proteins have many different states in different processes, but the
(summarized in Table 2) that these tools support have limited functions, semantic zooming (expansion and collapse) property of metagraphs
as discussed above. The metagraph, as we now discuss, appears to be a alleviates this problem by hiding unnecessary details, as is the case in
promising step forward. It supports nodes, edges and even subnetworks modular hierarchies (Fig. 4b).
contained and nested within a scalable structure: one that allows multiple
Metagraphs may help fill in the gap between the latest developments in
instances of the same node in different contexts and permits easy transi- biological ontologies and the corresponding need for pictorial representations between different levels of resolution (semantic zooming).
tion. In particular the BioPAX format defines a protein only once, with
Each metanode can have an internal structure, which may also be pointers to the original definition from all other places where it is used,
represented as a graph (Fig. 4). Metanodes therefore have two states: an which fits well with the instance concept of metagraph. Furthermore, the
expanded state that reveals the associated subgraph inside each meta- proposed hierarchical model composition in SBML (http://www.sbml.
node, and a contracted state that does not. Edges between the nodes org/wiki/SBML_Level_3_Efforts) reflects a similar idea about hierarchical
included in a particular expanded metanode and the nodes in the rest modules such as those discussed above; and the instances of the metanode,
of graph often have the usual meaning: for example, a correlation exists can be used to represent a submodel when it needs to be presented in
between the proteins that the nodes represent, based on one or another multiple models. Multilevel data models such as this address cases where
experimental or computational method (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). Edges of the same module or complex—such as, for example, the Mre11 complex
the contracted metanode (metaedges) therefore may be inferred from in yeast43—has multiple roles in different parts of a large network.
these edges (Figs 3, 4b and 5c). However, since
a particular object can be present in two difTable 1 Software tools supporting hierarchical visualization
ferent metanodes, metaedges may also be
CellDesigner
Partial support of compound graphs for protein complex; complex cannot be nested.
drawn between metanodes that share the same
http://www.celldesigner.org/
components (Fig. 2). In general, the creation
Patika
Partial support of compound graphs for protein complex; complex cannot be nested.
http://www.patika.org/
of metaedges between metanodes can be genCytoscape
Support of compound graphs through BioModule plug-in.
eralized to any type of function that describes
http://www.cytoscape.org/
relationships between groups of nodes derived
INOH client
Full support of compound graph for protein complex; complex can be nested.
from different hypotheses (see Supplementary
http://www.inoh.org/
Note online for details).
VisANT
Support of metagraphs; nodes can be grouped. Groups can be nested, and can overlap,
Unlike a compound graph, a metagraph
with simple transitions between different levels of resolution.
allows a given node to belong to overlapping sets
http://visant.bu.edu
that may or may not be hierarchically nested29.
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Finally, metagraphs can also be used as data
Table 2 Graphs currently used in the life sciences (and example references)
structures to store graphical annotation (that
A
B
Simple graph
Contains no self-loops or multiple edges between pairs of
is, metadata) on various networks, for instance
nodes (refs. 24–27).
as conceived by Molecular Interaction Maps
C
D
(MIM)44,45 and Process Diagrams (http://
A
B
Multigraph
Allows multiple edges between pairs of nodes (refs. 25,55,56).
sbgn.org)27. If different states of the protein
are represented as node instances, then surC
D
veying the full set of interactions of a given
Compound graph Integrates both adjacency relations (correlations between pairs
molecular species will no longer be diffiA
B
of nodes) and inclusion relations among nodes (that is, simple
26
cult in Process Diagrams because all node
nodes within a larger ‘compound’ node such as the ellipse
C
instances are tracked. On the other hand,
around the simple nodes, A and B). Compound nodes cannot
D
intersect one another (refs. 22,23,28).
the combinatorial design of MIM46 partially
Metagraph
Like a compound graph, captures both adjacency and
avoids the node ‘explosion’ by connecting corA
B
inclusion relations. In addition, a metanode node includes
responding interactions to a specific domain
both child nodes and the connectivity between them. Each
C
or modification site of the same protein node
node is a set of its instances, and overlap between metanodes
is supported (for example, node C stays in both metanodes)
instead of a different node, as illustrated for
C
D
(refs. 25,26,55).
the network model of epidermal growth facHypergraph
Generalization of different types of graph; individual edges can Difficult to draw as
tor receptor should be the epidermal growth
connect any number of vertices (ref. 30).
pictorial descriptions
factor receptor pathway proposed by Blinov et
47
al. . In this way, a protein can be represented
as a metanode that contains domains or modification sites as the child Functional annotation. Hierarchical, controlled vocabularies, such as
nodes. For example, protein Grb2 can be represented in a metagraph as the Gene Ontology (GO) database21, are popular tools for functional
a metanode containing domains SH2 and SH3. For the above example, annotation of genes and proteins in a network. However, in general such
the SH2 domain will have multiple instances because additional pro- annotation only utilizes the knowledge of one hierarchical level. With the
teins, such as Shc and PLC-γ, also contain SH2. Therefore the interac- metagraph concept, the entire hierarchy can be integrated into a biologition of a given domain can be efficiently surveyed and a network of cal network, in which metanodes are defined at all levels of the hierarchy
domain interactions may be derived directly.
except the deepest. The relation between a metanode at any level and
its internal nodes (next deepest level) is conveyed by inclusive relations
Applications and discussion
such as ‘is a’ or ‘part of’ (Fig. 5c). This integration not only enriches the
The following examples illustrate current capabilities for integrating network, but also sheds light on function (Fig. 5), showing how interdiverse information, and representing a given set of molecules in differ- action information corresponds to functional information at different
levels of abstraction.
ent ways depending on context.
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Figure 4 Model representing the same data as Fig. 1, represented by a metagraph showing transitions between views. (a) Hierarchical structure of the
complexes is represented using nested metanodes which are all expanded to display components. Multiple instances of the same protein (Swi6 and Cdc28)
are indicated with shadows. (b) Combinations of different states (expanded and contracted) of the metanodes, as well as the metaedges, creates multiple
views of the same metagraph. Transcriptional regulatory information based on genome-wide yeast CHiP 31 is introduced into the model so that transcriptional
activities can be detailed at the protein or gene level. Top right, a new view is created by contracting two nested complexes, and three metaedges are created
by transferring the connectivity of Cln1, Clb5 and Clb6 to corresponding complexes. Note that all subpanels in b represent exactly same model. The above
models are built in VisANT55,60.
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Figure 5 Using a metagraph to integrate two annotation methods. Green circles, genes; gray boxes, metanodes representing GO terms. Edges are physical
interactions. (a) Hierarchy of GO terms under which 34 genes are annotated according to Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) 61. (b) Network of 34
genes stored in the VisANT-Predictome system55,60,62. (c) A metagraph with expanded nodes combines the information from both a and b. (d) The metagraph
with collapsed nodes and edges.

At the deepest level, where nodes represent biomolecules48, one can
display a network established by any combination of experimental and/or
computational methods. Such a representation can provide another kind
of annotation, to the extent that any particular node shares attributes with
its neighbors. These two methods for representing function can be combined into a single metagraph with metanodes representing functional
terms (Fig. 5). The new network not only presents the same information
in a more compact form, but it also provides insights that might not
otherwise be immediately apparent. For example, Figure 5d indicates
that genes involved in sequence-specific DNA binding are linked to each
other, except for genes classified under ribosomal DNA binding, which
bears little association with genes under the other four sibling terms. In
addition, the dynamics of metagraphs, such as the transition from Figure
5c to Figure 5d, may potentially be a good solution to graphically visualizing large-scale networks resulting from knowledge-based ontology
systems such as Protégé49. Linked networks of cellular pathways could
be visualized using metagraphs with data from pathway databases such
as Reactome50 in the format of BioPAX, as this data exchange format
becomes more complete.
Integrating network hierarchy. Cellular networks have been described
as having an inherently modular and hierarchical structure. With
metagraph functionality, zoomable maps of functional networks
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become practical because the data structure allows transitions between
different levels of detail. Figure 6 illustrates such a map for metabolic
modules using the KEGG database hierarchy (http://www.genome.jp/
dbget-bin/get_htext?ko00002.keg). The hierarchy of modules has been
divided into four levels: metabolism at the first level, which branches to
8 modules at the second level, 161 modules at the third level, and 810
components at the fourth level.
Cross-species networks. Construction of scalable models of cellular
function is not limited to the scope or domain of any particular organism. Indeed, a significant amount of information on gene and protein
function can be gleaned from the patterns of genome and functional
module evolution. Metagraphs can be used as a generic method to
transfer interactions or functions across phyla, and the framework
provides the flexibility to use customized orthology data as the basis
sets for inferring functions of interacting molecules, a capability that
most current systems lack51,52. In this application a metanode represents an orthologous group (for example, a KOG group53).
If there are proteins in a target organism (for example, Homo sapiens
in Fig. 7) for which no interaction data are available, the information can
be transferred to the target organism if the information is available for
orthologous proteins. If a significant link A → B is found in one species
and between orthologs A′ → B′ in a second species, then a link can be
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Level 4

Level 3

Level 2
Level 1: 1 module
Level 2: 8 modules
Level 3: 161 modules
Level 4: 810 proteins. Only part of proteins are shown
in the figure due to space limit.

Level 1
Metabolism

Figure 6 A zoomable map of metabolic modules. Edges between modules indicate that one or more components are shared. The yellow ball is the protein at
level 4; the yellow dot is the module at level 4. The full map can be viewed at http://visant.bu.edu/sample/metagraph_nature.htm.

used to represent the interaction between the two orthologous groups.
In this situation, the metagraph allows the user to abstract away from the
individual organisms and view the conserved aspects of a gene regulatory
or protein interaction network. On the other hand, it is only by viewing
the data at the cross-species level that a sense for the conservation of the
interactions may be gained. It may also be possible to include information about the ‘age’ of such interactions; that is, how far back in time
the interaction existed. Cross-species representations may help reveal
what interactions are functional versus spurious, or lineage-specific versus newly evolved, which may lead to insights into the function of the
interacting genes and how these functions evolved.
Conclusion
Although current graphical capabilities are useful for representing certain types of biological models, they generally cannot take full account
of the diversity, the scale and the combinatorial regulation and adaptability of a living cell. The metagraph concept appears to be a promising

start toward meeting some of these challenges33,54, and software tools
have begun to adopt this new type of graph25,55. Metagraphs may also be
helpful in developing a common graphical language, such as the Process
Diagram27, which may become as useful in systems biology as the circuit
diagram has been in electronics. Facility for semantic zooming, absent
in simpler network representations, means that the internal structure of
a genetic module will no longer need to be described separately, because
the transition between metanode states is immediate; similarly, a survey
of the full set of interactions for a given molecule will be transparent
because all its instances will automatically be traced26. And although the
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Figure 7 Illustration of steps to determine a network in Homo sapiens
using the metagraph concept, where each metanode represents a set of
orthologous genes from the COG database53. The hypothesized interactions
can be weighted by the number of species from which the link is transferred
(for example, AC gets a higher weight than BC), as well as by the quality of
evidence from which the reference link is obtained (that is, the metaedge
here requires a special aggregation function). An orthology node displays
the full set of known orthologs when no species is specified; otherwise, it
displays only user-specified reference nodes, or makes itself invisible if it
contains no node for one of the reference species.
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PERSPECTIVE
full realization of a comprehensive ‘biological information system’ is not
yet close, scalable graph models built upon a metagraph capability will
seamlessly grow as biological information accumulates. The unification
of local and global views of biological systems will provide better maps
of the function of the cell and pave the road to scalable computation,
simulation and an understanding of the cell.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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